In this paper we present YaSemIR, a free open-source Semantic Information Retrieval system based on Lucene. It takes one or more ontologies in OWL format and a terminology associated to each ontology in SKOS format to index semantically a text collection. The terminology is used to annotate concepts in documents, while the ontology is used to exploit the taxonomic information in order to expand these with their subsumers. YaSemIR is a flexible system that may be configured to work with different ontologies, on various types of documents. 
CONTEXT
The number of Ontology-based IR systems has been continuously growing in the last years, boosted both by the Semantic Web (SW) and Information Retrieval (IR) research communities. Unfortunately, the proposed solutions are heterogeneous in methods, test collection, scope and standards adopted [11] . Various criteria have been proposed to classify these systems [4] ; among these, one is particularly discriminant with respect to the SW or IR nature of a system: whether a system is oriented to data or document retrieval (that is the case of our system).
Independently from the choice of a SW or IR perspective, these systems made some hypothesis: (i) domain ontologies are available, (ii) these ontologies are usable both to annotate documents and to retrieve them.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ESAIR '13 As the semantic web is continuously expanding and thanks to the effort of standardization, there are more and more ontologies available online. They can be selected using web interfaces such as Watson 1 . The second hypothesis means that the available ontologies are large and explicit enough to cover the vocabulary used in documents. Although we can affirm that the first hypothesis is realistic, the second hypothesis is more difficult to realize in practice. The usability of ontologies is related to their lexical information and to the performance of the annotation process (which links documents to ontologies). Therefore, it is difficult to assess the performance of an Ontology-based IR Systems independently from the coverage allowed by the ontologies it uses.
In literature, the coverage problem is addressed by enriching the knowledge base during the annotation process [6, 9] , or proposing to combine both key-word and ontologybased search. Works that propose such a combination can be divided in two categories depending on the combination method: composition or merge. [10] propose to apply a spread activation algorithm on a graph build from the documents retrieved by a traditional search engine. [5] propose three strategies that perform a semantic search and reasoning and then rank results with a web search engine. More recent works propose to merge the results of the two searches, [2] propose to return the intersection of sets of documents retrieved by keyword matching and semantic matching (retrieved from an RDF store). Our work is situated closer to the IR perspective and belongs to the last category of hybrid search.
The integration of multiple ontologies is also promising to address the coverage problem, to our knowledge, only PowerAqua system [7] enables to take into account several ontologies. However, PowerAqua is designed with a question answering perspective.
The quantity of models and system proposed in literature is not proportional to the quantity of tools that have been produced and, notably, distributed as free and open source software. Many studies were also tailored for a specific, domain-closed task [8, 2] and it is not clear if the proposed approach would scale. We would like to propose extensions to well-known free, open source IR systems to cope with semantic search. The advantage of such an open source systems is to isolate different semantic components and thus enable to set up comparative evaluation of systems (relying on the same annotation component for example).
In this paper, we introduce an open-source Ontology-based IR system, based on Lucene 2 , which takes advantage from standard SW formalisms: OWL and SKOS 3 . YaSemIR is a flexible system that may be configured to work with different ontologies, on various types of documents. A development version is available at the address 4 . A stable, complete and easily configurable version is currently being tested.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The key components of YaSemIR are:
• An annotation module, which identifies the occurrence of an ontology concept in the documents of the collection or the input query;
• A standard indexing module, based on Lucene. This module creates a standard index, based on Lucene's vector space model implementation;
• A semantic indexing module, which takes the annotations produced by the annotation module, expands them using the ontology and stores the expanded annotations in a separate semantic index (one separate index for each ontology used);
• A ranking module, which takes the scores calculated using keywords and combines them with the scores calculated using the concepts;
• A knowledge battery (KB), provided by the user, composed by one or more ontologies (in OWL) and a terminology file (in SKOS format) for each ontology, which contains the concept labels, that is, the lexical denotation of concepts: they trigger the detection of a concept in a text. In the case of using multiple ontologies, they could be different conceptualization of the same domain, to improve concept coverage, or refer to different domains, to allow to better represent documents that may pertain to more than one domain.
Let us examine how these components are used in the indexing and the search phase (1).
Indexing.
After the knowledge battery has been loaded, the first step carried out by YaSemIR is to create a label index which maps the stemmed labels into the corresponding concepts. If no terminology were provided, the system would attempt to extract the labels from the concepts URIs of the respective ontology.
After the creation of the label index, the actual indexing is carried out. During this phase, the semantic indexing module parses the documents. Each documents D is passed to the annotation module which fetches the index labels and returns a set of concepts CD = {c1, . . . , cn}. This set of document concepts is expanded with their ancestors in the ontology AD = {cn+1, . . . cm}. Therefore, each document is annotated with the set of concepts CD ∪ AD which enable to map with general queries' concepts even if they do no occur in the document. The document annotation is stored in the semantic index.
The complete text of the document is indexed with the standard vector model, using the Lucene standard vector model. We chose to maintain a standard, key-word based index in order to overcome the KB coverage problems.
Search. The search phase is triggered by the user with a natural language query. This query is analyzed by the annotation module to extract a set of concepts Q = {c1, . . . , c k }, following the same procedure for the document annotation. This representation is searched in the semantic index, while the base query is searched in the standard index. The keywordbased search relies on Lucene mapping and scoring 5 . The semantic search first returns the list of documents that contain at least one query concept (or a descendant of a query concept). The aim of the semantic score is to return first documents that contain concepts that are the most similar to the query concepts. In our initial evaluation of the system, we used a simple semantic score based on the conceptual similarity score defined by [14] :
Other conceptual similarity measures exist in the literature [1] and they can be easily integrated to YaSemIR. The semantic score is calculated as follows:
(2) Where r(ci) is the top-level concept (a direct child of an ontology root) for ci, and w(r(ci)) a weight assigned to model the relative importance of a sub-hierarchy over another. This is useful in order to give more importance to concepts appearing in one ontology than another. It can also be useful if the ontology contains different sub-domains. In YaSemIR, w can be specified in one of the following ways:
• w(ci) = 1, ∀ci ∈ O1 ∪ O2 ∪ . . . ∪ OB (All concepts in any of the ontologies of the KB have the same weight);
5 a cosine measure
• w(ci) = df (ci)/N : frequency of concept ci in collection divided by the number of documents in the collection (frequent concepts are more important);
• w(ci) = − log(df (ci)/N ): the inverse document frequency of ci (rare concepts are more important).
Moreover, a weight can be assigned by the user to each ontology (or to sub-categories).
Once a semantic score is calculated for each of the ontologies in the KB SSO 1 (Q, D) , . . . SSO B (Q, D) , and the standard score scoreLuc(Q, D) is obtained from the standard index. These scores are combined into a single score using the CombANZ strategy [12] . CombANZ is defined as the average of all non-zero scores, while CombMNZ is defined as the sum of all scores, multiplied by the number of non-zero scores. The CombANZ-calculated score is used to rank the documents which are returned to the user. The final score is as follows:
Where B is the number of available ontologies and m the number of non-zero scores.
FIRST RESULTS AND PERSPECTIVES
We presented a free, open-source semantic IR system based on Lucene, which exploits concept labels to annotate documents and queries. We carried out a preliminary evaluation on the OHSUMED test collection 6 , using the BIKE ontology 7 as KB. We carried out the experiments comparing a keyword-based Lucene baseline, the results obtained with the manual concept annotation included in the collection, and the results obtained with the automatic annotation based only on concept names. The MAP obtained with the manual annotation was 0.297, compared to 0.254 obtained with Lucene (baseline keywords-only) and 0.249 obtained with the automatic annotation. The results showed significant differences in precision depending on errors in the annotation of queries and documents, highlighting the importance of the annotation process in semantic IR. As further work, we plan to integrate state of the art automatic annotation tools when available such as those reported in [13] and to experiment system scalablity by testing it with large knowledge bases such as dbpedia.
We also plan to look for additional ontologies to test the system with multiple ontologies. [3] proposed 40 public ontologies covering a subset of TREC domains (WT10G documents) enriched by available knowledge bases associated with these ontologies. The integration of multiple ontologies proposed by YaSemIR can also be extended in order to work in a multilingual environment, taking advantage from the multilingual features of SKOS.
